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Abstract.
As the launch of LISA Pathfinder draws near, more and more effort is being
put in to the preparation of the data analysis activities that will be carried
out during the mission operations. The operations phase of the mission will
be composed of a series of experiments that will be carried out on the satellite.
These experiments will be directed and analysed by the data analysis team, which
is part of the operations team. The operations phase will last about 90 days,
during which time the data analysis team aims to fully characterise the LISA
Pathfinder satellite, and in particular, its core instrument the LISA Technology
Package. By analysing the various couplings present in the system, the different
noise sources that will disturb the system, and through the identification of the
key physical parameters of the system, a detailed noise budget of the instrument
will be constructed that will allow the performance of the different subsystems to
be assessed and projected towards LISA. This paper describes the various aspects
of the full data analysis chain that are needed to successfully characterise LPF
and build up the noise budget during mission operations.
PACS numbers: 95.55.Ym, 04.80.Nn
1. Introduction
The LISA space-borne Gravitational Wave Observatory [1], when operational, will
provide a unique view of the universe at spectral frequencies unobservable with
ground based detectors. As well as directly observing the gravitational radiation
from a number of known sources, LISA will also provide the opportunity to observe
unexpected signals and sources.
In order to detect the known sources with a high signal-to-noise ratio, the strain
sensitivity of LISA has to be of the order of 10−21/
√
Hz at milliHertz frequencies.
Many of the technologies required to build an instrument that can achieve such a strain
sensitivity are currently being constructed and will be tested on the LISA Pathfinder
satellite (LPF). In order to reduce the cost and complexity of LPF, the performance
of the various subsystems required to achieve the desired sensitivity for LISA has been
relaxed such that the main goal for LPF is to demonstrate the ability to put a test
particle in free-fall to such a level that the residual external force per unit mass acting
on the particle is below 3×10−14 ms−2/√Hz at 1 mHz. Additionally, in order to show
that the performance of the various subsystems under test is good enough, or can
be extrapolated to a level suitable for LISA, the final measured performance of LPF
will need to be completely explained in the measurement bandwidth (1 mHz through
30 mHz). That means that, as well as assessing the residual forces acting on the test
particle, one of the key data analysis activities will be to build up as complete a noise
model as possible.
In more concrete terms, LPF will place a macroscopic test particle, a 2 kg
test-mass (TM) made from a gold-platinum alloy, in free-fall. In order to assess
the residual acceleration of the test-mass, a second, nominally identical, test-mass
is flown and a differential measurement is made. This allows the relatively noisy
jitter of the spacecraft (SC) to be isolated from the measurement process. From the
differential measurement, we then estimate the residual differential acceleration of the
two bodies [2]. A spacecraft is required to shield the two TMs from external influences
(such as solar radiation pressure) and to provide a platform for the measurement
equipment. To achieve the best possible free-fall, the forces acting on the first
TM along the x-axis (the axis joining the centres of mass of the two test-masses)
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will be kept to a minimum. As such, no control forces will be directly applied to
that TM. This leads to a control scheme where the jitter of the SC relative to the
first TM is measured and minimised via a drag-free [3] control-loop utilising micro-
Newton thrusters attached to the spacecraft. The differential position of the two
TMs is also controlled via the electrostatic actuators surrounding the second TM.
The other degrees of freedom of the three bodies are also controlled via a mixture
of the electrostatic actuators surrounding the two TMs and the spacecraft thrusters.
The full control scheme is referred to as the Drag-Free Attitude and Control System
(DFACS) [4].
All together, LPF is a complicated system of nested and coupled control-loops
operating across 15 degrees-of-freedom. In order to achieve the best possible level of
free-fall and to establish a complete noise budget for the x-axis (as described above),
these various loops and couplings have to be characterised and optimised through a
series of dedicated experiments.
The TMs, sensors and actuators, together with supporting diagnostic and
computer systems make up the LISA Technology Package (LTP), the core instrument
on-board LISA Pathfinder. The LTP contains two main sensor systems which can
be used to readout the different degrees-of-freedom of the two TMs relative to each
other and to the spacecraft. The Gravitational Reference System (GRS) [5], is based
on a pattern of electrodes surrounding both TMs, and capacitively reads the SC-
TM relative motion along all 6 degrees-of-freedom to within 1 nm/
√
Hz. The TMs
are polarised via an oscillating electric field to allow their position to be capacitively
readout. By simultaneously applying voltages at different frequencies to the same
electrodes it is also possible to electrostatically apply forces and torques to reposition
and rotate the TMs themselves according to the commanded forces and torques coming
from the DFACS controllers.
The second, and more sensitive, sensor system is interferometric and provides
readouts of the x-axis position of the first TM relative to the spacecraft (the X1
interferometer) and the differential position of the two TMs (the X12 interferometer)
to an accuracy of around 9 pm/
√
Hz at 1 mHz. In addition, two interferometric angular
readouts of each TM via differential wavefront sensing are implemented; these are
accurate to about 20 nrad /
√
Hz. The laser, modulators, optical components, phase-
meter, and processing computer together form the Optical Metrology Subsystem
(OMS) [6].
These two sensors (the GRS and the OMS) allow for two main science control
modes. The difference between the two is in how the x-position of the SC relative
to the first TM is measured: the first (Science Mode 1) uses the capacitive sensor;
the second (Science Mode 1 all-optical) uses the output of the X1 interferometer. In
both modes, the position of the second TM relative to the first is controlled using the
output of the X12 interferometer. Further details of the main science objectives of
LPF can be found in this volume in [7] and a schematic of LPF in Science Mode 1
all-optical is shown in Figure 1.
LPF is a short duration mission, where the LTP phase lasts about 90 days. During
that time, the full optimisation and characterisation of all the subsystems must take
place. In order to do that, the various experiments that will be performed need to be
analysed in real-time so that following experiments can be adjusted and/or rescheduled
to allow optimal use of the available mission time. For example, the available actuators
(micro-Newton thrusters and electrostatic actuators) will need to be balanced and
diagonalised in some of the early experiments, thus suppressing various noise sources.
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Figure 1. This figure gives a schematic representation of the x-axis control of
LPF in control mode Science Mode 1 all-optical. Here, the first test-mass, TM1, is
drag-free, and the second test-mass, TM2, follows TM1. The two interferometer
readouts, o1 and o12 are indicated. In practice, all 12 micro-Newton thrusters
are used when moving the SC along x according to the output of the drag-free
controller, Hdf , and both pairs of electrodes are used to actuate the second test-
mass along x according to the output of the low-frequency suspension controller,
Hsus.
In addition, an experiment may reveal that some part of the system is not operating
correctly, and should be switched off or optimised to reduce its noise contribution.
Similarly, the identification of particular parameters, like actuator gains or coupling
coefficients, may require the stimulus signals in subsequent experiments to be reduced
or increased in order to maintain sufficient signal-to-noise, or to not exceed limits of
the system. For more discussion, see Section 3, and references [8, 7].
To ensure that it is possible to gain the maximum science return from the mission,
the various experiments needed to characterise the instrument will be planned in
advance and packed together in a preliminary mission time-line. Being able to analyse
the experiments in real-time implies that the data analysis for each experiment needs
to be planned, prepared and tested in advance of the mission. Additionally, to ensure
that we design the optimal set of experiments given the information to date, we need
to simulate and validate each experiment prior to launch. The design, simulation, and
analysis of the experiments and data analysis pipelines, together with the supporting
computing infrastructure [9], are the main tasks of the LTP data analysis team. The
rest of this paper aims to provide an overview of the activities and status of each of
those tasks. We also aim to provide references, when appropriate, to the more detailed
analyses that are being developed to allow for a more in-depth off-line treatment of
the experiment data.
2. Data Analysis Infrastructure
In order to carry out the quasi-on-line data analysis required to make real-time
decisions about the planned experiments, a robust and complete data analysis chain
was designed and built. The main components of that data-flow chain are shown in
Figure 2.
Data is received from the spacecraft at an ESA ground station in the form
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Figure 2. Elements comprising the data flow chain for the mission science
operations. The software components being developed as part of the LTP data
analysis activity are depicted by the solid boxes. The different roles of the LTP
data analysis toolbox (LTPDA)
of telemetry packets. These packets are then unpacked and processed to provide
individual data streams for each of the 1000’s of recorded signals from the spacecraft.
These data streams are then delivered to the science operations team where they are
converted in to the format supported by the data analysis tools and stored in a local
data repository. From there, the data can be analysed by multiple scientists, and any
analysis results placed back in the data repository.
The data analysis tools are packaged in the form of a MATLAB c© toolbox which
implements an object-oriented data analysis infrastructure based around the concept
of Analysis Objects (AOs). One of the key requirements of this data analysis system
is that any results which are produced should be able to be interpreted at a later
stage without relying on additional documentation or knowledge. As such, AOs can
track what happens to themselves as they are passed through a data analysis pipeline.
This means that each algorithm that is implemented in the toolbox attaches some
information to a history-tree which is stored inside the output AOs. By doing this,
any analysis result can be inspected to reveal a full processing history all the way
back to the original raw data coming from the satellite. Each node in the history tree
contains full details of the algorithm used, the version of the code, the values of all
configuration parameters used, and details of the input objects. Full details of the
data analysis toolbox and its design can be found in [9].
3. The Experiment Master Plan
As previously stated, LISA Pathfinder aims to demonstrate the technological readiness
of LISA by showing a level of free-fall that can reasonably be extrapolated to the
required LISA performance. In order to do the extrapolation, it is essential that, in
addition to reaching the free-fall goal, the measurement of the differential test-mass
acceleration can be fully explained in terms of its individual noise contributions. Once
a full noise budget is built-up, the noise performance of each of the subsystems can
then be individually extrapolated towards LISA. Characterising the observed noise of
each subsystem is sometimes best done in terms of residual accelerations (or forces),
and sometimes in terms of displacements of the test-masses. In either case, a detailed
and accurate model of the entire system must be developed throughout the mission.
The main structure of this dynamical model along the x-axis can be expressed as
o =
orn
1 + G
+
Goi
1 + G
+
SDg
1 + G
, (1)
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where G is the open-loop gain of the system composed of
G = CDS, (2)
where D is the dynamical response matrix of the system, S is the sensing matrix of
the system, C is the control chain (controllers, actuators, etc.). The various inputs
to the system are then: orn, the vector of read-out noises for each output channel;
oi, any guidance inputs to the system; and g, any force inputs to the system, either
deliberate force per unit mass inputs or noise sources. Figure 3 shows a schematic
representation of the model described by equation 1.
g
o
oi
orn
C
SD
Figure 3. This figure shows a schematic representation of the x-axis system
model. The interferometer is represented by the sensing matrix, S, and has
a vector of output signals, o. The DFACS controllers are represented by the
matrix C. The actuation and resulting dynamics are represented by A and D,
respectively. We show three inputs to the system: readout or sensing noise, orn;
guidance input signals, oi; and external force inputs, g.
To recover the residual force per unit mass of the SC and the TMs , we can invert
this system equation and rearrange it to get
g = D−1S−1(o− orn) + C(o− oi), (3)
which can be read as follows. Starting from the system outputs, we invert the sensing
and the dynamics of the system, and then (because we have a closed-loop system), we
account for the feedback to recover the out-of-loop (or residual), forces.
Each of the terms, D, S and C are, in practice, decomposed into further
subsystems, each of which contain parameters. Some of these parameters are known
by construction, some of them can be determined once and for all through dedicated
measurements, and some of them are unknown and variable, depending on the state
of system. This last category of parameters must be identified through a series of
experiments designed for the purpose. These experiments will typically be repeated
under different conditions throughout mission operations.
Once the system is characterised we can compute the residual acceleration of
the test-masses by filtering the data according to the time-discrete versions of the
equations above. When accounting for the commanded forces, we can either use the
telemetered signals (if downlink bandwidth permits) or we can compute them using
digital filters which represent the control chain. Further details of the process for
recovering the residual force per unit mass of the SC and TMs can be found in [2].
So far we have only mentioned experiments which allow the characterisation of the
system response. Other experiments are needed if we are to build up a full description
of the observed noise. For example, we will certainly need to perform experiments to
investigate the thermal and magnetic couplings in the system, the couplings between
different degrees-of-freedom, as well as the performance and coupling of the different
noise sources in the optical metrology subsystem. Full details of each of these
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experiments is out of the scope of this paper, but further discussion can be found
in [7]. In the following section, we focus on one of the main experiments: system
identification along the x-axis.
3.1. System identification along the x-axis
As already stated above, one of the key steps in building up an accurate physical model
of LPF is the characterisation of the dynamical behaviour of the full system along the
most sensitive axis, the x-axis. It is important to note that the dynamical time-
constants involved in the system are of the same scale of the length of an individual
experiment (around 1 day). This means that we are analysing a system that is never in
a steady-state. As a result, we try, whenever possible, to use time-domain approaches
to ensure the transient behaviour of the system is properly accounted for.
The characterisation of the dynamical system along the x-axis is done using a
model which contains a number of physical parameters. Each of these parameters
must be identified, either on ground or in flight.
When operating in the main science mode, the residual motion of the bodies is
minimised due to the closed-loop system. As such, if we treat the system close to this
operating point, we can produce a linear parameterisation of the components of the
system equation shown above (Equation 1) in the following way. First, the dynamics
of the system can be described by the following 2× 2 Laplace-domain matrix
D−1 =
[
s2 + ω21 +
m1
mSC
ω21 +
m2
mSC
ω22
m2
mSC
ω22 + Γx
ω22 − ω21 s2 + ω22 − 2Γx
]
, (4)
where m1, m2 and msc are the masses of the TMs and SC respectively, the total
stiffness coupling of each TM to the SC is represented by the parameters ω21 and
ω22 , and Γx represents the gravitational coupling of the two test-masses. The sensing
matrix, S can be represented by
S =
[
S11 S12
S21 S22
]
. (5)
The control chain can be modelled as known controller functions together with
an unknown input delay due to the transmission of the signals from the
interferometer/DMU output along the spacecraft bus to the computer running the
control logic. In matrix form, this looks like
C =
[
Cdfe
−sD1 0
0 Csuse
−sD12
]
. (6)
Finally, the actuator is modelled with an unknown gain and a response time
characterised by a single pole, as follows
A =
[
Adf
1+sτthrust
0
0 Asus1+sτelectro
]
. (7)
Table 1 lists the parameters that our model contains together with the predicted
values. In the following section, a pair of experiments is proposed that should lead to
the identification of the parameters given in Table 1.
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Parameter Typical Value Description
Adf 1.0 The unknown gain of the thrusters.
Asus 1.0 The unknown gain of the electrostatic actuators.
S11 1.0 The calibration of the interferometer which senses the
x-axis position of the SC relative to first TM (X1).
S12 0.0 The cross-contamination from the X12 interferometer to
the X1 interferometer. This represents the sensing of the
motion of TM2 by the X1 interferometer; it is expected
to be negligible.
S21 1× 10−4 The cross-contamination from the X1 interferometer to
the X12 interferometer. This represents the imperfect
common-mode rejection of the differential interferometer.
S22 1.0 The calibration of the differential interferometer (X12).
ω21 −1× 10−6 s−2 The total stiffness of TM 1 to the spacecraft.
ω2∆ −1× 10−6 s−2 The difference of stiffness of the two TMs to the SC,
defined as ω22 − ω21 .
τthrust 0.1 s The characteristic time of the thrusters.
τelectro 0.01 s The characteristic time of the electrostatic actuators.
D1 0.1 s The bus delay between the X1 interferometer output and
the corresponding DFACS controller input.
D12 0.1 s The bus delay between the X12 interferometer output
and the corresponding DFACS controller input.
Table 1. The main physical parameters included in our model of the dynamical
system of LPF along the x-axis.
3.1.1. The proposed x-axis experiments If we focus only on the x-axis of the system,
then we see that we have 5 inputs at our disposal where we can inject stimulus signals:
(i) The set-point of the drag-free loop can be sinusoidally modulated at a chosen
frequency, amplitude and phase, for a given duration. This is a so-called guidance
input. This results in the SC motion at the modulation frequency, with a relative
phase and amplitude determined by the closed-loop control function. Residual
couplings (for example, differences in the overall stiffness of the two TMs) will
also result in a parasitic signal in the X12 interferometer, and as such in motion
of TM2.
(ii) The set-point of the electrostatic suspension control loop which maintains the
distance between the two TMs can be similarly modulated. Again, this is a
guidance input. This will result in the position of TM2 being modulated.
(iii) We can command additional forces to the two TMs via the electrostatic actuators.
Again, we can apply sinusoidally modulated forces as above.
(iv) Finally, we can command a sinusoidally modulated force to the SC via the micro-
Newton thrusters.
For these 5 inputs, there are 4 telemetry signals which make sense to look at:
(i) The output of the X1 interferometer. We refer to this signal as o1(t).
(ii) The output of the X12 interferometer. We refer to this signal as o12(t).
(iii) The control force that will be applied electrostatically to the second TM. We refer
to this signal as FTM2(t).
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(iv) The control force that will be applied to the SC via the micro-Newton thrusters.
We refer to this signal as FSC(t).‡
Given these 5 inputs and 4 outputs, various experiments have been designed to
probe the physical parameters we want to assess. Full details of the experiments are
given in [10]. The first two experiments that have been designed involve the injection of
guidance signals in to each of the two longitudinal (x-axis) loops. The first experiment
is to inject a sequence of sinusoids in to the drag-free loop guidance input; the second
experiment involves the injection of a similar sequence of sinusoids in to the suspension
loop guidance input. The frequencies and durations of the individual sinusoidal signals
are chosen so that we sample the full measurement band in about 10000 seconds. The
amplitudes of the signals are made as large as possible, given the dynamic range of
the actuators. In section 4.3, these experiments are simulated and an analysis of the
data is presented in section 5.1.
4. Simulations and Modelling
Establishing of a full noise budget for LTP requires the development of detailed
parametric models which can be used to generate outputs of the system for given
inputs. These models are used in two primary ways: to simulate the outputs of the
system for given parameter values and noise or signal inputs; and to generate template
output signals which can be compared to measured outputs in order to determine
different parameters of the system.
Currently, models of LTP have to be generated in various ways, each representing
different degrees of complexity and flexibility. We have simple, one dimensional
parametric models of the system based on analytic formulae which represent the main
characteristics of the system as we expect it to behave along the sensitive x-axis.
These analytical models have the advantage that they can be directly related to the
equations of motion of the system and as such provide a great deal of insight. They
are typically Laplace-domain models which we then use to both generate simulated
data streams [11] as well as to generate signal templates when performing system
identification. These simple 1D models are then assembled in to matrix structures to
allow us to handle the multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) nature of the system more
effectively.
In addition to the simple analytical models, we have also developed an object-
oriented modelling infrastructure within the LISA Technology Package Data Analysis
toolbox (LTPDA) which uses a state-space representation of systems to allow us to
generate templates and to do time-domain simulations. These state-space models
(SSM) are fully three dimensional and contain a higher degree of complexity. Each
of the main subsystems in LPF is modelled individually. These subsystem models
can then be assembled to produce a model which represents the full closed-loop LPF
system in 3D. Since the models also contain any expected coupling paths between the
different degrees-of-freedom, we are able to use the fully assembled system model to
assess the impact on the x-axis of forces acting along, for example, the y-axis. More
details of the state-space modelling system can be found in [12].
Finally, we also make extensive use of the mission simulator which was designed
by industry [13] for testing and validating the drag-free control system and has now
‡ Both this control force and the one commanded to TM2 are not strictly required since they can be
reconstructed on ground from knowledge of the control laws and the input signals.
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been extended to act as a performance simulator that we can use to validate the
planned experiments at the tele-command level. From this simulator, we get telemetry
data which, at the moment, is the best approximation to the data we expect to get
from LPF. As such, it provides an excellent opportunity to test the experiments and
analyses on data that was not produced fully under the control of the data analysis
team.
4.1. Noise Analysis of Models
The mission simulator contains detailed physical models which were developed by the
various architects and industrial companies involved in the construction of LPF and
LTP. As such, we take the mission simulator as a baseline, and validate our models
against its outputs. One way of doing that it is to attempt to explain the output of
the simulator using projections of the various noise disturbances. For example, using
the LTPDA 3D state-space model of LPF we can inject a single noise source (thruster
noise, say) and then record the output of the differential interferometer.
Once we have the outputs containing the individual noise contributions, we can
then proceed to compute the equivalent residual (out-of-loop) differential forces. To do
that, we need to account for the dynamical behaviour of the system, the commanded
forces produced due to the control loop, and the additional noise due to the jitter of
the SC that contaminates the differential measurement through two coupling paths:
via the imperfect common-mode rejection of the interferometer; and via the difference
of the spring-like couplings (stiffness) of the two test-masses to the SC. This procedure
is detailed in [2].
As an example, the mission simulator is used to generate 72 hours of data. We
then take our state-space LPF model together with each of our modelled noise sources
in turn, and generate the simulated output of the interferometers for that single noise
input. After computing the equivalent differential force-per-unit-mass of each noise
contribution, we can then compare the noise spectral density of each of these noise
sources to the output of the mission simulator. In addition, we sum together all of
these noise sources and look at the spectral density of the correlated sum. The results
are presented in Figure 4.
4.2. Simulating Experiments
In the earlier stages of developing the data analysis for the mission, simulating the
experiments was done under the framework of Mock Data Challenges (see [14, 9]
for details). The main focus at that time was the development of the core algorithms
needed to perform the different analyses and the data was all generated using LTPDA
noise generators. As such the models used for generating the data and analysing the
data were typically one and the same.
Recently, the focus has shifted to the validation of the experiments themselves.
This means that we first need to confirm that the experiment as planned (typically in
supporting technical notes), can actually be performed given the hardware and tele-
command options at our disposal. The experiments are quite diverse in scope, covering
system identification, noise budget analysis, residual acceleration determination [2],
analysis and projections of environmental effects [15, 16, 17], as well as more specialised
experiments like the free-flight experiment [18].
Often the planned experiments need slight adjustment to fit the constraints of the
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Figure 4. A linear projection of the noise sources to differential force-per-unit-
mass of the TMs. The thick upper (blue) trace represents the data from the
mission simulator whereas the total correlated sum of the other noise sources is
shown by the dashed (yellow) trace. Each spectrum is computed from the original
time-series by using the Welch overlap method with 16 segments. The resulting
spectrum is then binned in frequency with 10 points per decade.
system. Having designed the tele-command sequence needed to run the experiment,
we are able to use the mission simulator to produce data based on that tele-command
sequence, giving us a data set based on a model of the system that is independent
from the models we will use to characterise the data; this scenario is much closer to
the conditions we expect to face during the mission.
The validation of the experiments and their associated analysis pipelines is now
performed under a framework of operation exercises, where we not only test the
analysis tools and pipelines, but also our ability to carry out the analysis under time-
constraints similar to those we will face during the mission. Each operational exercise
focusses on a particular experiment. The tele-command sequence (typically covering
one day of mission time) is prepared in advance and the data generated using the
mission simulator. The exercise then begins with the retrieval of the simulated data
from the LTPDA repository. The aim is to perform a front-line analysis of the data
in one day. The following section describes an example of one of these operational
exercises and Section 5.1 presents the preliminary results obtained during the exercise.
4.3. Example: Simulating guidance injections in the drag-free loop
The experiments described in section 3.1.1 can be simulated using the mission
simulator. The simulation starts with the LTP in ‘accelerometer mode’. That is, the
position of both TMs relative to the SC is controlled locally via the electrostatic sensing
and actuation. After some time, the system is placed in Science Mode 1 (SM1) where
the first TM is drag-free and the SC is made to follow by sensing the relative position
to the drag-free TM via the capacitive sensor. In this mode, the position of the second
TM relative to the drag-free TM is read-out using the differential interferometer and
maintained via electrostatic actuation. After some further time, the system switches
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to Science Mode 1 all-optical. Here the only change is that the position of the SC
relative to the drag-free test mass is interferometrically read-out.
The system is then allowed to settle and a few hours of ‘noise’ data are collected.
Towards the end of the simulation, a series of sinusoidal signals are injected as
guidance inputs to the drag-free control loop. The strategy chosen is to excite the
system at different frequencies across the measurement band (from around 1 mHz to
around 50 mHz) in order to allow some of the parameters to be discriminated by their
frequency-dependent effect.
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Figure 5. The simulation outputs of the two interferometer channels when
modulating the set-point of the drag-free loop. At the start of the simulation,
LPF is in accelerometer mode and the interferometer is switched off. After
about 1.5 hours the system goes to Science Mode 1 which includes activating the
interferometer (marker 1). After another hour elapses, the system goes to Science
Mode 1 all-optical and we see that the position of the SC is now controlled on
the interferometer output, hence it is centred on zero (marker 2). After collecting
some hours of noise data, the series of sinusoidal injections begins at about T=17
hours (marker 3).
Figure 5 shows the simulated outputs of the interferometer channels, o1(t) and
o12(t), with the different phases of the simulation indicated. If we observe the response
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of the system to these input signals by looking at the data of the two interferometer
outputs (o1 and o12), then we get information about:
• the thruster actuation gain (Adf).
• the electrostatic actuator gain (Asus). Here the effect is to influence closed-loop
response of the suspension loop, and hence the amount of signal leaked in to
the suspension loop via the two cross-couplings described below since both cross-
coupling paths result in signal being added in to the loop.
• the total stiffness of the drag-free TM to the SC (ω21). The effect of this parameter
is to change the loop gain at low frequencies (around 1 mHz) and thus is observable
in the comparison of o1 to the injected signals at the lowest injection frequencies.
• the difference of the total stiffness of the two TMs to the SC (ω2∆ = ω22−ω21). This
is primarily identified in the cross-contamination of the two control-loops at low
frequencies. The actual physical coupling arises from motion of the SC coupling
differently to the two TMs and hence resulting in a change in their differential
position.
• the imperfect common-mode rejection of the differential interferometer (S21)
which causes a coupling between the two control-loops at all frequencies.
The remaining parameters associated with the delays in the system (τthrust,
τelectro, D1, and D12), affect the closed-loop response of the two control loops in
a way similar to the actuator gains described above, except that they only play a
significant role at the higher frequencies, and as such can be separated in effect from
the other parameters. Also, we should note that the two main cross-coupling effects
(from the difference of stiffness, ω2∆, and from the imperfect common-mode rejection
of the interferometer, S21) should be separable in frequency since the stiffness coupling
is frequency dependent and falls off towards high frequency where the interferometer
coupling takes over.
5. Analysis of the experiments
All the planned experiments require drawing on various data analysis and signal
processing techniques, for example, spectral estimation, system identification, transfer
function estimation, and digital filtering. Many of the experiments we will do are
devoted to the identification of the various parameters of the system. The analysis of
those particular experiments needs to extract estimations of the parameters. Typically
we have Multi-input, Multi-output (MIMO) system model, and we perform a series
of experiments devoted to identifying a particular set of parameters. This set of
experiments needs then to be analysed together to properly determine correlations in
the parameters and to ensure the best possible precision for each parameter estimate.
Given a model of the system, we can produce template outputs for a given set
of parameter values and input signals, and compare these to the measured outputs.
The parameters of the system are then adjusted to minimise the difference between
the predicted outputs and the measured/observed outputs. This minimisation is done
using a variety of methods, for example, Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (mcmc) [19, 20],
non-linear least-squares [21], and linear-least squares [21].
Since the mission time-line will depend on the results of earlier experiments, some
of these parameters need to be estimated on-line. Therefore, for operations, we focus
on the simplest, fastest and most robust approach that can get us the information
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we require. Currently, this is expected to be a modified linear least-squares approach
(see Section 5.1). This method is particularly appropriate since we will typically have
good starting estimates for the various system parameters, so convergence to a global
minimum is expected. In addition to this quasi-real-time analysis, more in-depth
analyses will be performed in parallel but without the time constraint. In this off-
line data analysis, more sophisticated techniques will be employed to recover the best
possible estimates of the system parameters given the data we will have. During the
development phase, we aim to validate the different tools against each other. In the
following section, we describe in more detail, the modified linear least-squares fitting
approach that we intend to use for the on-line analysis during operations.
5.1. Parameter Estimation via Linear-Least-Squares Fitting
As stated earlier, given that we will have reasonably accurate starting values for many
of the parameters we are trying to identify, an obvious way to determine the parameter
values is via a standard linear least-squares fitting algorithm.
Since we deal with finite length time-series then the response of the system, G,
to a given input, oi (n), can be represented in the frequency domain as:
o (Ω) = G (Ω) oi (Ω) , (8)
where Ω is the normalised angular frequency defined as Ω = 2pif/fs, where fs is
the sampling frequency of the data. As the time series is of finite duration, Ω can
assume only finite values Ω = 2pikN k = 0, . . . ,
N
2 . The interferometer output vector
is labelled o, and oi is the guidance input vector on the drag-free and electrostatic
suspension control loops. G (Ω) depends not only from the frequencies, Ω, but also on
the dynamical parameters, i.e., G→ G (Ω, p1, . . . , pM ). Equation (8) can be Taylor-
expanded to the first order in terms of the parameters:
o (Ω) ≈ G (Ω, p10 , . . . , pM0) oi (Ω) + . . .
M∑
i=1
δpi
[
∂G (Ω, p1, . . . , pM )
∂pi
]
pi→pi0
oi (Ω) . (9)
The term G (Ω, p10 , . . . , pM0) oi (Ω) is the so-called ‘nominal response’ of the system,
i.e., the response of the system computed with the initial values of the dynamical
parameters, p10 , . . . , pM0 . The second term on the right-hand of the equal sign is the
linear term which contains the unknown parameters δpi, i = 1, . . . ,M . We will refer
to the terms
[
∂G(Ω,p1,...,pM )
∂pi
]
pi→pi0
oi (Ω) as the fit basis.
Since the system model is represented in the frequency domain and the data series
are in time domain, the linear fit operation corresponds to the solution of the system
of coupled equations:
o (n)−F−1 {G (Ω, p10 , . . . , pM0) oi (Ω)} = . . .
M∑
i=1
δpi F−1
{[
∂G (Ω, p1, . . . , pM )
∂pi
]
pi→pi0
oi (Ω)
}
n = 0, . . . , N − 1. (10)
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We indicated the inverse Fourier transform with F−1 and applied its linearity
properties. Once the system of equations is solved, the final estimation for the
dynamical parameters will be pi = pi0 +δpi for i = 1, . . . ,M . The procedure is iterated
over in order to arrive at a minimum least square solution and can be summarised by
the following steps:
(i) Whiten data. The noise on our data is non-white, and the individual outputs
are essentially uncorrelated since the cross-coherence between the two output
channels, given the typical values of the cross-coupling terms, is consistent with
zero. In order to estimate the uncertainties on the recovered parameter values,
we employ standard text-book methods § applicable when doing a linear least-
squares fit, which then forces us to whiten the data with a whitening filter before
the fitting operation.
(ii) Basis change. The fit basis is composed of linearly dependent elements since
several parameters are correlated. The system cannot be solved under such
conditions, therefore we perform a change of basis by using the singular value
decomposition (SVD) algorithm [21]. The SVD ensures that we deal with a
linearly independent fit basis.
(iii) Generate whitened templates. In order to correctly perform the fit, both the
nominal response templates and the fit basis templates need to be whitened using
the same whitening filter described above.
(iv) Fit. The system of normal equations is solved using standard techniques in order
to get an estimate of the parameters.
(v) Check convergence and goto iii). The process is iterated until the convergence
of the parameters is reached. At each step the nominal value of each of the
parameters is updated with the current knowledge. This helps reduce any bias
that our linear estimator gains due to the initial parameter values. If we call
pi∆ the change in the parameter pi from one iteration to the next, and σpi the
estimated error on pi, then convergence is deemed to be achieved when the ratio
σpi/pi∆ falls below a user-settable threshold (here we took 1 part in 10
5).
(vi) Change basis back to physical parameters. At this stage, we collect
the parameter estimates from different channels, experiments and on-ground
measurements and apply the conversion from the orthogonal fit parameters back
to the desired physical parameters. (Essentially, we undo the SVD applied in step
ii).
5.2. Application to x-axis system identification
As an example, this procedure was applied to the two simulated experiments described
in 4.3. The simulations were run with a sampling frequency of 10 Hz. In this case, we
fit the parameters listed in Table 2; the recovered parameter estimates are also given
in that table. The remaining system parameters (S11, S12, and S22) were given values
as if they were measured on ground.
Having performed the fit, we can go on to compare the residuals after subtracting
the (fitted) template waveform from the data. Figure 6 shows the power spectral
§ To estimate the uncertainties, the Jacobian, J , of the χ2 function is computed and then used to
estimate the Hessian as H = JTJ , which is then inverted to give an estimation of the covariance
matrix. See Chapter 15 of [21] for more details.
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Parameter Linear Fit Results Expected Errors
Value σ σ
Adf 1.08 0.0005 0.0004
Asus 1.0 6× 10−5 2.2× 10−5
S21 1.1× 10−6 4× 10−7 3× 10−7
ω21 [s
−2] −1.32× 10−6 4× 10−9 1.4× 10−9
ω2∆ [s
−2] −7.16× 10−7 6× 10−10 4.7× 10−10
τthrust [s] 0.417 0.002 0.001
τelectro [s] 0.201 0.003 0.001
D1 [s] 0.197 0.0003 0.0002
D12 [s] 0.2 0.009 0.003
Table 2. The parameter values obtained from linear fit analysis of the two
x-axis system identification experiments described in Section 3.1.1. The last
column gives an estimate of the expected errors obtained from the inverse of a
Fisher matrix calculation. The true, underlying parameters of the system are not
available for comparison since we approximate the system using our linear model.
As such, the quality of the fit has to be judged by inspection of the residuals.
density of the residuals of the whitened output of the X12 interferometer from
experiment 1.1 (see Section 3.1.1) before and after the fit procedure. We see that
the residuals after the fit are consistent with white noise, as expected. It is difficult to
directly compare the parameter values we estimated during the fitting process to the
‘true’ values present in the simulator, since the model used in the data analysis, and
the model used in the simulator are parameterised differently. However, some of the
parameters can be compared. For example, the estimations of the stiffness of the two
test-masses were in agreement with the those present in the simulator.
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Figure 6. The spectrum of the whitened residuals for the differential TM position
measured during experiment 1.1. The upper (red) trace shows the residuals using
the starting parameter values; the lower (blue) trace shows the residuals after
performing the fit procedure. The spectra are computed using a single window
on the data, i.e., no averaging is performed.
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6. Concluding Remarks
The development of the data analysis activities to be performed during the operational
phase of LISA Pathfinder covers many aspects. These include: infrastructure
construction; the preparation and building of data analysis tools; the design, testing
and validation of experiments; the design, testing and validation of the corresponding
data analysis pipelines; and, last, but not least, the forming and training of a team
able to carry out the data analysis during the mission operations.
Many of these aspects have been touched upon in this paper, and in some cases
further references are given to allow the reader to find more detailed information.
In summary, the various pieces of the data analysis chain are all well on track to
being ready for the launch of LISA Pathfinder in 2013. In the intervening period, the
majority of the effort will be on the design and optimisation of the experiments we
plan to perform. In addition, the data from simulated experiments will be analysed to
validate the analysis algorithms and tools. By being as prepared as possible, and by
having a robust and flexible data analysis environment available to us, we fully expect
to extract the maximum science from the LPF data.
The characterisation of LISA Pathfinder will provide invaluable information for
the development and construction of LISA, in particular the ability to project the
LISA Pathfinder noise budget forward will help guide the development of the LISA
hardware, particularly for those subsystems where we expect to be able to reuse
LPF technology. In addition, the study of the couplings and noise sources in such
a complex dynamical system will allow us to improve the simulation of the LISA data
that is heavily used in the development of the data analysis algorithms needed for
the extraction of astrophysical information from the LISA data. Some effort in this
direction has already started (see [22]), and will likely increase when the data from
LISA Pathfinder is analysed.
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